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Introduction: Why Space?

Space is spectacular! Your students will learn
about the exciting universe while practising writing,
reading and speaking skills. They’ll learn about
astronauts, create planetary glossaries, “star” in a
musical review, and much more. Most activities may
be simplified or extended to suit your students’ skill
levels.
Spectacular Space! is divided into four parts (plus
a resource section). Hands-On Discoveries allows
children to answer questions they may have, for
example “What are the constellations?” or “How
does the moon get “smaller?” Reproducible sheets,
marked with a special star icon, have directions
written specifically for children.
Nonfiction Book Links features speaking, writing
and reporting activities based on nonfiction
resources. Most activities are accompanied by
helpful handouts, which will lead children through
the research procedure. When research is required,
children can look for the facts needed in the library
(or in books you’ve borrowed ahead of time). Or they
can use the “Super-Duper Fact Cards” located in
the resource section at the back of this book. These
cards list information for 16 space-related topics.
Copy the cards onto coloured paper, laminate, and
cut them out. Keep the cards in a box for children
to choose from when doing research. These cards
also provide an opportunity for younger children to
do research by giving them needed information on
simple cards.
The Fiction Book Links section uses storybooks
to introduce information about interesting space
themes, such as stars, the moon and rockets. This
section’s activities, projects and language extensions
help children connect with fictional space life. Each
“Link” also includes a tongue twister. Challenge
children to create their own tongue twisters from the
space facts they’ve learned. Also included in this
section are “setting the stage” suggestions for each
book.
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It’s Show Time! presents new songs sung to old
tunes, and suggestions for puffing on a star-studded
production. The songs can be photocopied and
given to the children. Write each performer’s name
on the reproducible program and give copies to
your audience, The first three sections end with a
“Super-Duper Project”, an activity that uses the
information children have learned during the unit.
Projects include making a rocket and giving a tour of
the solar system. A performance is a possible “SuperDuper” ending for the “It’s Show Time!” section.
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HANDS-ON DISCOVERY

Comet Naming
Halley’s comet is the most famous comet of all. It is
named after Edmund Halley, an English astronomer
who lived over 200 years ago. He was able to predict
the year that the comet would reappear. Today,
comets are named after the person who spots
them first. In February 2007, the Comet McNaught,
named after Robert McNaught who discovered it,
was visible throughout the southern hemisphere.

Materials:
“My Comet” Hands-on Handout (p. 11), sponges,
paint (yellow and white) in tins, black cardboard,
scissors, star stickers, silver and gold glitter, glue,
marker, index cards

Directions:
I. Photocopy the “My Comet” Hands-on Handout for
each child.
2. Discuss the fact that comets are named after the
first person who spots them. This means that if any of
your students spotted a comet (before anyone else),
the comet would be named after him or her!
3. Give each child a chance to be a comet-spotter.
Provide tins of paint, round shapes cut from sponges
and black cardboard for children to use to create
comets in a night sky. They can drag the sponges
horizontally across the pages to create a tail.
4. Provide star stickers, silver and gold glitter and glue
for children to further decorate their pictures.
5. Children can name their comets with their first
or last name followed by the word “comet”, for
example, “Scott’s comet”, or “Smith’s comet”.
6. Display the completed comets along with their
names (written on index cards) on a noticeboard.
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HANDS-ON HANDOUT

My Comet
What You Need:

What You Do:
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HANDS-ON DISCOVERY: SUPER-DUPER PROJECT

Making a Rocket
This journey-to-the-moon activity can be done very
quietly, because there is no air on the moon to carry
sound!

Materials:
“Rocket Patterns” (p. 23), rocket books (see
“Nonfiction Resources”), refrigerator box, paint,
paintbrushes, aluminium foil, clear cellophane (for
windows), red and orange cellophane (for flames),
scissors, tape, glue, stapler, recyclable items (lids,
canisters, assorted cardboard boxes), cardboard,
textas or crayons, “Marvellous Moon Rocks” display
(see p. 21), “Creative Constellations” display (see p. 8)

Directions:
1. Photocopy the “Rocket Patterns” for each child to
study. You can also show children pictures of rocket
ships.
2. Let children work together to create a rocket. They
can use a refrigerator box (or other large cardboard
box), paint, aluminium foil and other assorted
materials to make their rocket. Red and orange
cellophane can be attached to the rear of the rocket
to simulate flames as the rocket blasts off!
3. Have children make classroom flags from
cardboard and textas or crayons. They can display
these flags when they reach the moon.
4. Children can take turns riding in the rocket.
5. When they reach the moon, they can go on moon
walks, pretending to be lighter than they are on Earth.
They can even wear “oxygen tanks” (backpacks).
Children can visit the moon rock and constellation
displays. (On the first moon walk, astronauts collected
samples of dust and rock.)
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HANDS-ON DISCOVERY: SUPER-DUPER PROJECT

Rocket Patterns
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